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4. HOUSTON, LAREDO, AND THE STATE OF TEXAS
By VERNON M. BRIGGS, Unvoersity of Texas, at Austin
THE EMERGENCY EMPLOYMENT ACT OF 1971 : THE TEXAS EXPERIENCE
!i;-
t
r
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I ntroduetion
On August 30, 1971, Governor Preston Smith announced the initia-
tion of the Emergency Employment Act (EEA) in Texas. Labeling it
as "a meaningful program," the govenlOr observed that EEA "can be
a useful component to the State's manpower policy in dealing with
problems of areas experiencing high unemployment and increasing
welfare assistance." 1 Thus, in a spirit of optimism, a new era in mod-
ern public policy was jaunched~ Job creation in the public sector "for
unemployed and underemployed persons in Texas" became accepted
doctrine.
The provisions of the EEA specify that certain non-Federa:l units
of government shall administer the act. To be eligible, the state, county,
or city government body must have 'a population of 75,000 or more.
These units of government which are so described become "progvam
.agents." Of the fundsaJllocated to each city and each county, a portion
is set aside for the state government to administer within these local-
ities. In such instances, the state's proportion is based upon the ratio{)f state government employment to total public employment in the
area. All cities of 75,000 inhabitants or more are eligible. When a city
of at least 75,000 population is part of,a county whose population (ex-
clusive of the city) exceeds 76,000 people, the county is also eligible to
become an independent sponsor. In Texas, there are 33 program agents:
18 are cities; 14 are counties; and one is the governor of Texas, who
has a' "balance of state" responsibility. Table 1 indicates the desig-
nated program agents.
As Texas is an immense state with 254 counties and over 1,000 incor-
porated cities, the number of political jurisdictions overshadows the
geographical dimensions in terms of magnitude of program operations.
The population of over 11.2 million people is culturally and I"aciaJlly
diverse. In addition, there are extreme differences between poverty and
plenty within and between Texas communities. Hence, a review of
EEA in Texas affords an opportunity to observe its operations under
a multiplicity of circumstances.
The present paper examines the start-up phase of EEA in Texas in
three distinct settings: (1) a large urban city (Houston); (2) a small
city of less than 75,000 population whose program is administered
through a regional council of government (Laredo); and (3) the
"baJlance of state" role of the governor's office (which is largely a rural
1
"News Release," Office of Governor Preston Smith, August 30, 1971, p. 1 (mimeographed
material) .
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respansibility). In some instances, the experience af Texas can bp
eXI?ected ta resemble that af ather states; in ather respects, there are
lilllque features ta the Texas situatian. This review will seek ta high-
light bath.
TABLE I.-LIST OF PROGRAM AGENTS FOR ADMINISTRATION OF EMERGENCY EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM IN TEXAS:
Cities (18) Counties (14) States (1)
Abilane- 0. -- 0.0. -- --- - U - _u
-- - --- - - -- - - 0. 0. - - h - - - ~- - --- n- -- - BeIL--- --- - 0.- Balance of State.Amarillo-
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- - -- - - --
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--
__h
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-- -- -
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- -
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U
-- - - - -'-
h
- - - -
0. U
- - -
-.
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-. - -.
- -
. -.
- - - -
.
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-
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-. -..
Source: U.S.Department of Labor.
The Emergency Employment Act was tauted at early meetings of
state and federal officials as being a pioneering farm af revenue sharing
in which the federal gavernment wauld supply dallars with a mini-
mum af federal restrictians. Flexibility at the local level was seen to'
be a key feature af EEA. :1\1Qreaver, the fact that the President de-
elared that the first 1,000 jabs were to' be filled by Labar Day added
ta the belief af Texas afficials that federal stipulatians and restrictians
wauld be scant and IQcal initiative encauraged. As will be shawn,
hawever, the use af EEA as a pratatype far ather forms af federal
revenue sharing has proven to' be a myth. EEA has became yet an-
ath~r grant-in-a.id pragram with all af the attendant administratian.
and caordinatian problems that its presence adds to' an already aver-
burdened panaply af manpower endeavars. In this sense, the appor-
tunity to' examine the viability af bath revenue sharing and public
service employment has been la,rgelyeelipsed. The test naw is whethe,r
ar nat state and lacal gavernments can maintain any semblance af
arder in the light af the added complicatians Qf still anQther Federally
impased categarical aid pragram. As one Texas manpawer afficial
wryly cammented:
It is strange that in an era af increasing talk abaut decen-
tralization and decategarization that we get anather pra-
gram that is bath a' new categary af pragram cancern and
which is highly centralized in Washingtan with respect to' the
mast minute aperatianal details.
General Bad-cgrml.nd of EEA in Texas
Fram the autset, the effart af state afficials to' understand adequately
and to' implement in gaad faith the pravisians of EEA has: been be,-
trayed by either canfusian Qr indifference at the Federal level. Whether
it has been the speed by whi~h the pragram came intO' being ar the
widely knawn appositian af the Nixan Administratian to the concept
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of public se-rviceemployment, the result has been the same. Namely,
what little success that EEA has attained ta date in Texas has oc-
curred largely in spite of, not because of, federal government actians.
The difficulties began almost cancurrently with the public announce-
ment of the pragram. The Section 5 allotment went to all states. The
distribution was based upan a two-pranged fonnula that gave equal
weight to the number af unemplayed (not th~ actual unemployment
rate) and the severity of unemployment in each state. Mare specifically,
the state allatments were determined as follaws:
(a) 50 percent af the Section 5 allotment came from the ratio af
the number of unemployed peaple in each state to the total number af
unemplayed people in the natian.
(b) 50 percent of the Section 5 allotment was based upon an un-
employment severity facto,r as a ratio of the total number of unem--
played people in each state in excess of 4% percent of the state's labar
force to the total number af unemplayed people in the natian in excess
af 4% percent of the natian's labar force.
The two factors, in turn, are averaged to get the state allocation
formula. Under this procedure for Section 5, Texas received a total of
$11.7 million (or roughly about 2 percent of the tatal). Apparently,
the paltry sum received by Texas was due to the fact that it did not
qualify for any money under factor (b) above (i.e., the severity factor
for Section 5) since the overall state unemployment rate was slightly
below 41h percent at the time of the calculation. The small apportion-
n1ent received by Texas has raised strong feelings that the allocation
,vas more in line ,vith political considerations than econOlnic needs. As
one state spokesman caustically stated: "~Ve all knovv that Governor
Reagan has a more difficult situation in California than we do in Texas
but we refuse to believe that his problems are eight times worse than
those in Texas" (California received $100,450,000 in Section 5 money
while Texas received $11,780,000). He added, "The EEA money dis-
tribution smells of polities." The distribution of the Secretary's dis-
cretionary funds for special projects has added to this impression.
As the sum is so small for the nation''S fourth most populous state, it
is inconceivable that once the money is divided amang the numerous
program agents, EEIA could have any significant impact upon either
the massive social needs of the citizenry af Texas or the vast "unmet
public needs" of the state. Hence, inquiries from the state to the De-
partment of Labor (DoL) began at once over the nature of the allot-
ment fonnula. Despite repeated requests from state manpower afficials,
it was impossihle ta obtain the precise figures that were used for the
Texas allotment or ta find out how they were derived. Thus; the seeds
of distruct were sowed fram the outset. As aneState' spakesmansaid,
"All we got hack from our inquires to DoL were hypothetical examples
and the absolute dollar totals; we could never ascertain precisely how
the Texas figure was computed." He 'added, "The failure of any pro-
gram is guaranteed when Federal officials withhold information from
state officials. They forget that we have to explain these figures to our
awn political mentors; when we can't do it, we look bad and so does
the program." Eventually the formula was received hut when it was
applied to the $600 million figure, it still diclnat give the total that was
received by the state. :More importantly, howeve,r~ there was absolutely
noway in ,vhich the state officials could verify the numbers used by the
-
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Department of Labor. That is to Stl.j, iJr factor (a) above (i.e., the
absolute number of unemployed), unempl6ymerut numbers for the state
are unavailable from the Household Survey. Thus, it is impossible for
the state officials to know how the number of unemployed people in
their state compares with that of the nation as a whole. In addition, the
factor (b) a;bove (i.e., the severity fadtor) does not appear in the legis-
lation as a required consideration for the Section 5 apportionments.
Hence, Texas was arbitrarily rendered ineligible for any funds under
this factor which determined half of the dollar distribution. The feel-
ing among state officials was that Ithose localities in Texas that had
unemployment rates in excess of 41;2 percent were denied access to
funds that cities in other states with' a state unemployment rate in
excess of 41h percent received.
The money issue represents only the beginning of the difficulties
that plagued the early life of EEA. A more serious problem was the
rapid alteration in the character of the program as perceived from the
local and state levels. One state official sarcastically commented:
The seeds of decay were built into the program. The haste
at the Federal level meant that there was virtually no planning
before EEA began. We were told, "if you are warm we will
fund you." Hence, Section V was initiated in the absence of
guidelines. We at the state, level made a lot of decisions to
our political units. Then, suddenly, all the rules of the game
changed. EEA has become increasingly' restrictive to the
point wherein it is not revenue sharing at all now; rather
it is simply another form of grant in aid. In the meantime, we
have had to go back on our word and reverse many of the
decisions that we made on our own initiative.
An official with long experience in the manpower policy area com-
prepared EEA with other program efforts :
Guidelines, rules, and regulations are designed to protect
the bureaucracy. All programs have them but, ~n my experi-
ence, EEA seems to have more than most. The legislation it-
self is fairly simple. The rules and regulations are much more
complex. But on top of all of these have come numerous "issu:.
ances" from the regional office all of which have tended to
make EEA more rigid.
Thus, a climate of confusion and distrust has been the ineVoitable re-
sult. "We were told by the Feds in August [1971] to implement now,
plan later, and don't get in the way," synthesized a state official. Much
of what follows is the result.
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Of t~e $11.7 million :eceived by Texas under Section 5, $7 million
went dlrectly to the 32 CIty and county program agents. The remainder-
went to the governor of Texas. Table 2 indicates the dollar allocation
in Texas among the 33 program agents.
The governor has two roles to play in the administration of the act.
The first pertains to the state agency jobs in the political jurisdictions
of the other 32 program agents. Table 3 indicates the proportion of
state employment within the pola.tical jurisdictions of other program
agents. It, therefore, indicates the division of Section 5 funds between
the governor's office and the local mayors and county judges. The sec-
ond responsibility refers to the "balance of state responsibility." Under
Section 5 the governor received slightly over $1 minion for the for-
mer and $3.7 million for the latter.
TABLE 2.-APPORTIONMENT OF EEA TITLE V FUNDS TO PROGRAM AGENTS IN TEXA!, 1971
[I n thousands of dollars]
Program agent
Funds to
Total funds program agent
for for localjurisdiction jobs
Funds to
State
government
Cities:
Ab"ene_-____------------------------------------------
Amarillo
- -- -- --- --- ---- ---- - -- -- ---Arlington
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-..
- - - - - - - - - --Austin
- - - - - - - - - - - -
-. - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - -.
- -- - - - - - - - - - - ---BeaumonL--
- -- - -. -
n
- ---Corpus Ch ristL
-
h__-n-
-- - - --- ---Dallas-
- - -- -- -.- -- -- -- ---- -n-- -- n- -- ----EI Paso.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --Fort Worth-
- n- --- -- -n _n-
Garland
-- - -- - - - - - -- -
_.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --Houston
-
n
- ------ -
_n
-- ---n_- ----I rving-
- - - --- - - - - -- - - - -- - --- - -
-_n
- - --
-__n-
Lubbock-
- - --------- ---- ---------Odessa-
--- - - -- -
h
-- ----
n_-
Pasadena-
- --- - -
n_- n_-
-
-_0
- n- --- -. -~'--San Antonio.
----- - --- --- --- - ---- -----Waco
- - - - - - - - - -
-.
- -
-. -.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --Wichita Falls-
------ -
_0 __h_- 0.- - - '-Counties:
Bell- --- ---_nn_-~- __n_-
---- -0 -----Bexar
- nn ----__nh.. n-n_-- --- - - - nBrazoria-
----- --- -
_n__-
- -
_h-- 0.-- - - -- --- -- ---
Cameron_-
- - -
-.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-.
- - - - -'- -- - - - - - - --Daas-
-
n_h n
-
--0. -- -- ------
Denton-
- - --
hn
--- - _n --- n- ---
_-_n-_-
-------Galveston-
--- ---- -- - -
n 0.
--- --_0.- - - -- - - ---Grayson_h-
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - --Gregg
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - -u - - - - - - - - - - - - --Harris-
- - - - -- - --
00
- - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
Hidago-
-- - - - - - -
n
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
h.
- --- - - -- ---
Jefferson_-
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - --Smith __00-
- ---- --_0.---_0.- ------ --__-hT arranL
- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - - - - -- - -- - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - ---
Subtotal______---------------------------------------Balance of Texas 0 u
-
n_-n __00
T-otaL
- - - - --- -
_n
-- - - -- - -- -- - - - - -- - - - -- - --- - - - -
-.
- - --
$84.2 $84.2
112.3 85.6
67.4 67.4
185.2 64.7
207.8 168.1
256.4 229.4
875. 7 724.9
357. 9 292. 9
548.1 500.7
84.2 84.2
965.5 806. 1
101.0 101.0
145.9 43. 0
78.6 78.6
56. 1 56. 1
1,033.6 974.7
143.0 117.0
73.0 73.0
50.5 50.5
44. 9 44. 9
56. 1 56, 1
313. 1 278. 7
376.1 376.1
39.3 39.3
190. 1 99.8
92. 1 92. 1
89.8 89.8
404.2 404.2
307. 9 276. 0
140.3 m.6
78. 6 78. 6
516.5 . 471.8
8,075.3 7,023.4
3,704.7
-n n n
11, 780. 0 7, 023. 4
0
$26.6
0
120.5
39.7
27.0
150.7
64.9
47.4
0
159.4
0
102.9
0
0
58.9
26.0
0
0
0
0
34.4
0
0
90.2
0
0
0
31. 9
26.7
0
44.7
1,051. 9
3, 704. 7
4, 756. 6
Source: U.S. Department of labor.
I
I\
State as a
percent
Local State Federal Total of tota I
Abilene- 00
- -
00
- - - -- - - - -- - --- - - - - -
00
- -
2,725 680 1,175 4,580 14.8
Amarillo-
- - -
0.
- - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -
5,510 2,090 1,215 8,815 23. 7
Arlington
- - - - - --
00
- - -- "--
00 00- o.
- - -
U 2,115 225 210 2,550 8.8
Austin-
- - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - --- - - - - - - - - -
10,325 30,550 6,090 46,965 65.0
BeaumonL-
- -
00
- - - - - - - -
-o. - - - - - - o.
- -
4,225 1,135 580 5,940 19.1
Corpus CnristLu mU__-___h_-_UU- 6,025 1,450 6,100 13, 575 10.1
Dallas-
-
h_hh_h__h_____U___h__- 27,975 8,250 11, 700 47,925 17.2
111PasoUhUU__h-_U_U_u_-u_u- 10,220 3,850 7, 150 21,720 18. 1
FortWorth-
-
mhu 0.0.0._--__---0.00 13,040 2,110 9,250 24,400 8.6
Garland -00
- -
00
- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - -
1,935 400 225 2;560 15.6
Houston_---o. _n
- - - - - -
_00_-
- -
_n
-- ---
49,695 12,045 11,230 72,970 16.5
Irving-
- - -
-_n_nh u"_uu h___n-
- -
2,155 445 250 2,850 15.6
!Lubbock-
- - - - - - -
-00
- - -- -
_0.
- - - - - - -- - -
4,457 7,018 1,890 13, 365 53.0
Odessa.
- - -
0.-
- -
n
- - - - n- - - - 00 uo.- - - 2,835 200 300 3,335 6.0Pasadena-
- - -
0000--
- -- - --
Uh__n
-
n
-
2,890 575 350 3,815 15.1San Antonio-__00_u h
-
u
-
n
-- --- -
00
- -
26,895 4,000 39,355 70,250 5.7
Waco-_0.-
-
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TABLE 3.-PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT IN TEXAS COUNTIES I AND CITI~S OVER 75,000, MAY 1971
I These are counties whose population equals or exceeds 75,000 excluding those cities in the county equal to or ex.
ceeding 75,000. .
Source: Texas Employment Commission.
Since the $1 million given to the governor ror state jobs within the
political jurisdiction or other program agents is so small when dh~ded
into so many pieces, it was suggested that the goyernor do as his
counterparts in some other states have done. Namely, he should-as a
goodwill gesture-give this money to the respective city mayors or
county judges to add on to their o\vn programs. But state politics
dominated the decision-making process and the governor's staff re-
jected the suggestion. Instead the administration or aU state aspects
of EEA was given to a newly created state agency, the Texas Depart-
ment or Community Affairs. Thus, the governor's office became re-
sponsible for $4.7 m'illion or Section 5 money in Texas (or 'ahout 40
percent of the total). One million dollars of this SUIn had to be spent
npon the residents of the other political jurisdictions who were pro-
gram agents. Although this money is tied to these residents, it is not
tied to the jobs which can be located outside or the designated polit-
ical areas. "But," said one program official, "the residency require-
ment is very hard to enforce in reality since we can only illteqjret
residency as the address given on an application form."
vVith respect to the remaining $3.7 million given to the governor
and designated ror "balance or state," it was immediately recognized
that in a state 'as large as Texas the program could not be directly
administered from the state capitol. In this instance, the governor's
role is largely restricted to a rural responsibility which extends over
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240 counties. Consequentl~, it was decided from the outset that the
governor would implement his role through the 24 councils of govern-
ment (COG's) that exist ill Texas. TIm eOG'sa;revoluntaryassocia-
tions of local governments whose role has been largely one of plan-
ning ona mulb-county basis. Not all eounties have elected to aflil'iate
witfla COG. Prior to EEA, the COG's had experienced little involve-
ment with human resource programs. Rather, their role had been
almost exclusively centered upon land use planning, natural resource
planning, and "bricks and mortar projects."
Although the use of COG's was the only feasible way available for
Texas to administer its immense "balance of state" role (it is believed
that only one other state has adopted this approach), it has been a
source of numerous difficulties between the state and the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor (DoL). One state official said "the DoL acts as if alii
of its program agents are cities and counties with re~pect to its written
guidelines, rules, and regulations which means we have had a lack of
guidance in this vital area of program administration." As will be
seen subsequently when the "balance of state" operations are reviewed,
the uncertainty in federal regulations has caused numerous:-aften
acute-problems for state officials with respect to their relations with
the COG's. The governor's office sold the COG's on the idea of ven-
turing into this new area of human resource activities on the basis
that EEA would be extremely flexible, but as EEA rapidly mortified
under the plethora of red tape and "a philosophy that changes by the
hour," numerous contradictions in interpretations and explanations
have caused embarrassment and triggered dissatisfaction among and
between the COG's and state officials. During the implementation
phase of EEA, there should have been a freeze on red tape until the
goals and procedures could have been clearly determined and under-
stood. As it stands, a "credibility gap" has arisen between the state
and the COG's which may hinder the long-term prospects forEEA in
Texas.
Before proceeding with the specific discussion of EEA in Houston,
Laredo, and with the COG's, mention should be made of the second
souree of funds from EEA. Section 6 of the act provided for a distri-
bution of $250 million nationally during the first year. Four-fifths of
Section 6 funds were allocated on the basis of severity of unemploy-
ment. The criterion was that the unemployment rate. in the target areas
exceeded 6 percent for three consecutive months prior to passage of the
act. Of the $200 million distributed nationally, Texas received
$3,556,900 (or 1.7 percent of the total). No new program agents were
designated. For those program agents in Texas which were eligible to
receive funds because they had a 6 percent or higher unelnployment
rate, funds were made available directly to be used at their discretion
for residents of their jurisdictions. For other program agents in 'whiCh
the unemployment rate was less than 6 percent, they may receive
Section 6 funds if they had an "eligible area" within their boundaries.
In this latter instance, however, the Secretary of Labor designated
who within the program agent's jurisdiction would receive Section ()
funds. Under Sect!on. 6. ~ll jobs established have to be vJith city,
county, and local mstItutIons. The state government cannot be .an
employing agency. (Table 4)
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TABLE 4.-APPORTIONMENT OF EEA SEC. 6 FUNDS TO PROGRAM AGENTS IN TEXAS, 1971
(Dollars in thousands!
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1 By the Secretary of Labor.
Source: U.S. Department of Labor.
State officials in Texas protested strongly to DoL concerning the
allocation of Seotion 6 funds. Basically, the criticisms were twofold:
equity and competence. With respect to the equity issue, program
agents with 6 percent or higher unemployment compete with other
program agents in Texas for Section 5 funds (as discussed earlier)
but are then eligible for the limited Seotion 6 funds. But in other states
in which the state unemployment rate exceeded 6 percent, those pro-
gram agents with a 6 percent or higher unemployment rate were eli-
gible for severity factor funds from both Section 5 and Section 6. Thus,
cities like Laredo, Texas (with an unemployment rate at tlw ti'llW.of the
allocation of 9 percent) , had to compete with all other cities, counties,
and COG's in Texas for Section 5 funds but received special funds only
from Section 6. A compara:ble city wit.h a 9 percent unemployment rate
ina state with 6 percent or more unemployment had access to more
funding opportunities since it would obtain money both from Section
5 and 6 on the basis of severity. The second criticism put forth by state
,officials dealt with an arbitrary decision by the Secretary that Section
if)funds would be distributed automatically to program agents if they
had an unemployment rate in excess Qf 6 percent but by his office if their
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rate was less than this but there were eli~ible areas within the appro-
priate jurisdiction. According to the memo sent to Washington,
Implicit in such a decision is that program agents having
high unemployment rates are more capable of administering
Section VI funds than those having less than 6 percent. Com-
petence to administer and fund is not a function of the unem-
ployment rate.
The equity argument certainly has merit; the competence argument
is essentially a statement of disdain for the lack of good-faith trust
between lev~ls of government. In any event, the Secretary of Labor
did alter slightly the amounts of Section 6 money coming to Texas.
Using a portion of the $5D million of Section 6 money that the DoL
reserved for special contingencies, Texas received an additional $435,-
100. (Table 5).
Texas receIved 1.5 percent of the total funds distributed nationally.
(Table 6) When one considers the massive problems of poverty, under-
employment, escalating welfare rolls, and pockets of severe unemploy-
ment in Texas, it is obvious that EEA is undeserving of the optimism
it engendered in the state when it was launched. In fact one can but
ponder if all of the time and effort expended on EEA by state county
and city officials is justified in the light of the meager sums received by
Texas and the recognized impossibility that the act could have any
significant impact on the state's burgeoning social problems.
TABLE 5.-APPORTIONMENT OF ADDITIONAL SEC. 6 FUNDS IN TEXAS .FROM THE SECRETARY OF LABOR'S
RESERVE ACCOUNT, 1971
Program agent
Funds assigned Funds assigned
to target to program
areas 1 agent
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.1 By Secretary of Labor.
Source: Office of Governor, State of Texas.
TABLE 6.-A COMPARISON BETWEEN NATIONAL AND TEXAS DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS UNDER EEA, 1971
Source of EEA funds
Total fu nds
distributed
nationally
Total funds
received
by Texas
Formula distribution of sec. 5 funds_un u_u u u n
Discretionary distribution by Secretary of Labor of sec. 5 funds__n u_-----
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Source: Various publications of the U.S. Department of Labor.
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THE HOUSTON EXPERIENCE
The city of Houston ,is the sixth largest population center in the na-
tion and it is the la,rgest labor market in the South. By national
standards, the Houston labor market has been tight. (Table 7).2
The low unemployment rate, however, masks a multitude of social
inequities. The incidence of poverty in Houston exceeds the national
average and the unequal employmentopportunitiesavaillable for ra6al
minorities in the city have been 'a constant issue.3
TABLE 7.-The H01t8t.on SMSA Labor Market, Novernber 1971
Total civilian work fOl"ce 929,500
Unemployment-Total 31, 200
Percent unemployed 3.4
Idled by disputes 800
Employed---'Total
~
897,500
Agricultural 7, 000
~onagricultural 890,500
~Ianufacturing ~ 148,000
~Iining ~ 29,800
Oonstruction 79, 350
Transportation, communication, and utilities 65,750
vYholesale and retail trade 218, 650
Finance, insurance, and real estate 48,600
Service 'and miscellaneous 200, 000
Government 100,350
Source: Texas Employment Commission.
Under the provisions of the EEA, the city of Houston was desig-
nated as a program agent. Under Section 5 of the act, the city received
$806,100 for the first year. (The'GoverIior'of T~xas. was allott~d .ah
additional $159,400 to be spent on residents of Houston.) Under Sec-
tion 6, the city received an additional $432,600 which was designated
by the Secretary of Labor to be spent exclusively on residents of the
Model City Neighborhood in Houston.
Responsibility Tor the planning and administration of EEA in Hou-
ston rests with the mayor's lYIanpower Planning Staff. Funded under
a mayor's manpower planning grant from DoL, Houston was fortu-
nate to have an experienced, ongoing, and knowledgeable staff 'at the
local level. The feeling in the city, however, is that this local planning
expertise has been purposely bypassed by Dol.. with respect to EEA
matters. "The historic relationship of Dol.. is with the state employ-
ment service-they never consider the capability of city and state man-
power staffs," complained a Houston official. He added that:
If the Department of Labor truly desires that local and
state manpower staffs have responsibility to plan then why
not let us do it? The attitude of Dol.., as manifested again
with EEA, is that city manpower staffs are the agents for
Federal policy decisions-we are not encouraged to make
known our own policy views.
2 The Houston Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) is composed of five
counties-Brazoria, Fort Bend, Harris, Liberty, and Montgomery. Houston is located in
Harris County. The city of Houston, however, .do.minates the Houston SMSA. In 1970, the
Houston SMSA had a tot"'l population of 1.9 mIllIon of which Harris County contained 1.7
millio;-} nud the citv of Hou!'\ton 1.2 million.
3 For a more precise discussion of this issue, see Vernon M. Briggs. .Tr., Negro Employ-
ment in the So nth, VQlume 1: The Houston Labor Market, Manpower Research Monograph
No 23, Washington: U.S. Government Printing Offlce,1971, and Vernon ~I. Briggs, .Tr.,
The!! Han} the PQwer-We Have the People, The Houston Hea.tings, Washington: U.S.
Equ'al Employment Opportunity Commission, 1970.
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He continued by saying that "DoL says do cOlTlprehensive planning'
but when you do then you 'are control1ecl by their c1erks who 'fly
speck' everything; so, in effect you cannat do anything at the local
level." No one with any imaginabon em} make a decision 'when hem-
med-in by rigid regulations. Speaking with particular reference to
EEA, the spokesman observed bitterly that "the attempt of EEA-as
we originalJy understood the spirit -of the legislatian-was to decen-
tralize manpower programs, but Dol. has put so many 'nit picking'
regulations 'On the program that there is a.ctualJy no flexibility at all
at the locallevel." He added that "the DoL field people are basically
'law enforcers' 'who do not see their job as having any social content.
There is a real need ta provide staff sensitivity training to these people
as to the nature and goals of EEA and other human response P]~o-
grams." The gro,ving disenchantment with EEA in Houston does not
rest with the basic conception of the program but rather with a lengthy
series of Federally imposed restrictions that stifle local initiative and
restrict local action.
One proble]11 area from the beginning has been the problem of co-
ordination. The Houston labor market-as indicated by the Houston
CAMPS (i.e., Cooperative Area J\rfanpower Planning System) area~
embraces 13 counties. There are five separate program 'agents (three
counties and two cities) within these 13 counties p]us the fact that the
10 counties that are not program agents are all included in the "bal-
ance of state" responsibility of the governor's office. In the five-county
Houston SJ\fSA, there are four separate program agents (city of
Houston, city 'Of Pasadena, Harris County, and Brazoria County). In
addition, there are the State agency jobs that are the responsibility
of the governor to fill within the Houston city limits. It is felt 10cal1y
that Houston, Pasadena, and Harris County are a single labor market
area. Hence, program agents, it is argued, should be able to hire people
who live anywhere in the labor market. Yet every effort to have them
so classified has been rebuffed by DoL interpretations. Harris County,
for example, has applied twice lor a waiver for its "balance of county"
responsibility in order to give all of its funds to the ghetto residents
of Houston and Pasadena (both cities being within Harris Caunty).
It ,vas felt by the county officials that the unemployment problem of
the county was found in these two cities. Yet both appeals were re-
jected. The county was told that it must hire EEA participants who do
not reside within the land area of either city. A further camplication
resulted from the fact that there are 11 sma1l municipalities within
the borders of the city of Houston. It has been ruled that these munici-
palities are not part of the city and, hence, they are the responsibility
of Harris County and not of the Houston program agent.
Houston officials argue that EEA, by its nature, defiesooordinatian
with other manpmver programs and runs counter to the previous
thrust toward greater responsibility of program effort at the local
level. They observe as follows:
Under the proposed Manpower Act of 1970, the mayors'
offices in the largest cities of the nation-like Houston-
would have been given responsibility for coordination of
manpower programs in their labor ma,rket area. In Houston
we have been trying to move towa,rd a comprehensive CAJ\1PS
pla,n but EEA runs caunter to all of this. EEA makes some
467-481 0
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counties (3) and some cities (2) program agents whog~t their
funds. directly from Washington. O~her counties (10) in our
labor market get funds from Austin through the Governor's
balance of sta,te role. So what can we do here in Houston?
It is impossible to coordinate EEA with our overall CAMPS
effort. The direction of manpower policy last year was toward
greater responsibility for 'big city mayors but EEA -type legis-
lation makes all of this impossIble since eveR if we have the
staff and the know-how we would not have program respon-
sibility.
If we are going to have effective manpower planning, then
programs must not be O1fthe narrow and "balkanizing"ap-
proach of EEA. The evolution of manpower policy has been
away from the old ARA. [i.e., Area Redeveloment Act] ap-
proach of the early 1960's toward widening the area of plan-
ning and responsibility. EEA is a regression backwards to the
old ARAapproach.
The basic criticism of EEA is more than simply a gra;b for power.
It reflects a legitimate concern with the problems of the Houston labor
market. The point is that:
If we are going to have effective manpower planning, it
must be geographically broad to coyer interwined political
jurisdictions. Houston unemployment is affected by un-
employment throughout East Texas and the Rio Grande Val-
ley. We cannot be oblivious to events there. But if EEA is
going to give dollars to "an units of government without re-
gard to planning," then it represents a step backward.
Thus, the idea of distributing money to all units of government within
the political jur~sdiction is a nightmare if anyone seriously sought to
implement it. As a Houston spokesman observed, "The myrrad of local
governments makes any logical distribution of EEA positions among
them impossible." Specifically, he cited one unit of government:
Take the public schools here in Houston. There are 24 school
districts in Harris County. There are 12 separate school dis-
tricts that are paTtly within the boundaries of the city of
Houston but not all of any 8chool district is entirely within
the city limits. How do you get an equitable distribution be-
tween all of these? The answer, of course, is that you don't.
In perfect candor, the Houston official concluded that "we honestly
do not know how many units of local government there are in
Houston." The reality of the situation in Houston (and certainly in
every large urban center) has dictated that funds be concentrated in
only a few of the local government units of the city regardless of the
stipulations of the act that all units of government be given a chance
to participate.
But even if the local officials had been given responsibility :for pro-
gram design, there have been other undesirable features in the way
EEA was launched. Specifically, it is clear that haste to implement
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f
had greater politieal importanee than quality of coneept. Houston offi-
cia1~as well as other local and state officials throughout Texas-com-
plain that they have been under eonstant pressure from DoL to obli-
gate all EEA funds as rapidly as possible. The result is that "the
haste to implement the program has nullified any possibility that we in
Houston cauld design a meaningful program at the local level. "
Andther point of senseless frietion has come over the issue of the
availability of economic data. The unemployment data requBSted by
the DoL are ndt avaihtble on a ~ity basis. Hence, Houston officiruls
have been forced to rely upon data generated as "guesstimates" by the
Texas Employment Commission (TEC). Thffir rough estimates, how-
ever, give no menti~n of the fact ~hat there are pockets of severe un-
employment and poverty level earnings in HOIUston despite the overall
low figure. Thus, Houston officials feared originally that the low
rate computed by TEC f'Or Houston would disqualify the city from
any Section 6 (i.e., severity factor) funds. Then, when DoL an-
nouneed that Houston would receive $432,000 under Section 6 with
the Secreltary of Labor designating that the funds can be expendoo
only within the Model Cities Neighborhoad regian because unemploy-
ment in these census tracts had exceeded 6 pereent, it was clear that
the De.partment of La;bor had access to J'aoor marke.t druta an Hauston
which it did rIOt immediately share with the city. In fact, the DaL
did have access to I?reliminary 1970 eeruros data. Houston officials and
stat€, of Texas offiCIals had no idea that the data we.re. available until
it. was announced (mlder questioning) ata mooting in OCtober, 1971,
of the National League of Cities in Chicago. After difficulty, Hous-
ton 'Officials were able to secure the data but only after the. SeJCti'On6
distributi'On had been ma;de. The figures confirm what local manpower
people believ~d-namel~y, the Texas Employmen't Cammissionaver-
ages underestimated the severity of unempl'Oyment in Houston. Table
S oompares TEC da,ta for the Houston SMSA (the 'Only basis on which
they tabulate it) with the Current P'Opulation Survey data far Harris
C'Ountv alone. Obvi'Ously, there is a c'Onsiderable variation. Thus, a
needless distrust has been generated by Federal DoL afficials. Section
6 sa,ys that if unemployment was over 6 percent in the jurisdwtion
of a' program agent, then the city or county can designate where to
spend the Section 6 money. But 'the DoL-which had the data avail-
able by census tradt 'did not make it avai].a;ble to the program agents.
Hence, they could not make use of this valuable labor market infor-
mation. In Houston, 'Ofcourse, this aspect of the problem did n'Ot exist
[3ince the Secretary made the designation himself (since Houston's
overall unemployment rate was below 6 percent). But elsewhere in
Texas, the local program agents oould have benefit:.ed from the data
that D'OL had. Eve.n in Haust'On, however, the data would have been
valuable since. the local program agents were suppased to notify the
Secretary if any areas within their jurisdiction had been neglected.
This was impossible to do because DoL did not share available census
data with the program agents. Thus, again, as 'One staff member la-
mented, "the handling of the data only reaffirms wha,t we al[ knaw
at the local level; namely DoL does not rooognize that the pr'Ogram
agents have. any capability at all."
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1967 1968 1969 1970:
Texas Employment Commission data: 1
Percent unemployed in civilian work forceuuh__- 2.1 1.9 2.2 2.6
Average number unemployed--_--__-------------- 15.700 15.600 18.600 22,700-
Average civilian work force--____--_u_-------uu 758, 800 801,800 851,800 887,800
Current population survey data: 2
Percent unemployed in civilian laborforceu_hhu 3.3 3.3 3.2 4.0
Average number unemployed__h_u-------------- (3) 22, 000 23,000 31, 000
Average civilian labor force--_uu__-------_hu_- (3) 680,000 720,000 790,000
-
1616
TABLE 8.-COMPARISON OF TEC AND CURRENT POPULATION SURVEY DATA FOR HOUSTON, 1967-70
1 Data based on payroll, unemployment insurance, and other work force records covering the Houston SMSA of Harris
Brazoria, Fort Bend, Liberty, and Montgomery Counties.
2 Data based on a national sample survey of households conducted monthly by the Bureau of the Census for the Bureau
of Labor Statistics. These data cover Harris County only.
"3 Not available.
Source; Manpower Report of the President, 1970-71.
vVith an estimated 17,300 unemployed people during the time periad
in which the EEA allocation was made, the appraved funding af 107
jobs certainly meant that little impact could be anticipated. The mayor
af Hauston, in reviewing the program, concluded that Hauston did
not receive sufficient funds to have any effect on the general unemploy-
ment problem. Hence, he instructed his staff tOofocus upon highly
visible jabs. Of the 107 jobs pravided under Section 5, 71 were with
the city itself. Four city departments were picked for EEA partici-
pants. They were parks and recreation, public works, health, and traf-
fic. It. was decided "to concentrate the resaurces on the highest priarity
of unmet. needs--the maintenance of public facilities for impraving
environmental quality." 4 Priority was given to these low skilled jabs
also because "jabs in this field can be staffed rapidly from the unem-
played in the Houstan area." 5 Ip addition, 26 jobs were given to the
Houston Independent Schoal District (HISD) and the remaining
10 were assigned to the Hausing Autharity af the city of Hauston.
Males have daminated the program (Table 9). Moreover, the prefer-
ence of the act for veterans, minority group members, and disadvan-
tagecl warkers is being met even though Hauston afficials feel the sheer
~umber of pr~ference ~TOUpS is "unrealistic." ~oustan officials made
It clear that wIthout E~A, nane of the peaple hIred under EEA wauld
have been emplayed since it was a very tight budget year. It is hOoped
that at least half of those hired under EEA auspices will be picked
up subsequently as permanent employees.
4 "Program Description for Fui1 Funding," agreement between the city of Houston and
the Manpower Administration of the U.S. Department of Labor (undated Xerox copy) ,-page 10.
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Sex:
Male
-------Female
-----Group:
White
------Negro
------American In.
Oriental
"Spanish Arne
Other
-------Military service's1
Special veten
Vietnam era'
Veteran
-----Nonveteran
--Disadvantaged
--Previously emplo~
Public assistance
Professional (oth
Government unit:
State
-------County _n__-
City
--------
Tribal council
Federal
-----Other
-------HourlyEEA Wagl
Under $2--_-
$2 to $2.99__-
$3 to $3.99__-
$4 to $4.99n-
$5 and over_-
Age:
18 or less___-
19 to 2L____-
22 to 44____-
45 to 54____-
55 to 64--___-
65 and over--
Education:
8th or less__-
9th to llth_n
12th n-
13th to 15th-
16th or more-
Handicapped
----
Source: Mayor's 0
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TABLE 9.-Participant Characteristics of the EEA- in the City of Houston,
Cum1tlaHve November 30, 1971
Characteristio
Cumulative
participant8
Sex:
~Iale 70
Female 4
Group:
VVhite 28
Negro 36
AJnericanIndian
--
Oriental
--Spanish llmerican ~ 10
Other
--Military service status:
Special veteran 9
Vietnam era veteran ~ , 26
Veteran 14
l'ronveteran 25
])isadvantaged 48
Previously eillployed by agent 1
Public assistance recipienL n n n_n_-_n 1
Professional (other than teacher)
n 42
Government unit:
State --
County
------------------------------------------------------------City 74
Tribal council
- -- - --- - - --- -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - -- - ---'- - - - -- - - --Federal ,
- -- - --- --- --Other
--Hourly EEll Wage:
LTnder $2 --
$2 to $2.99 46
$3 to $3.99 19
$4 to $4.99 6
$5 and over ~ 3
llge:
18 or less 1
19 to 21 10
22 to 44 ~ 58
45 to 54 4
55 to 64 :_- 1
65 and over --
Education:
8th or less 4
9th to 11th 13
12th ~ 28
13th to 15th 15
16thor ll1ore ~ 14
IIandicapped --
Source: Mayor's Office, City of Houston.
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A basic need that has became apparent during the early phase af
EEA in Haustan is the need to. establish linkages with ather Federal
pragrams in the public service area,. Specifically, it has been suggested
that ties shauld be made with the Intergavernmental Persannel Act
and th~ Public Service Careers pragram. Under the farmer, Federal
funds are made available to. states far the purpase af training and
upgrading city, county, and state personnel systems. In 1971 Texas
was allacated $269,000 under the act. The Public Service Careers
pragram is a special endea val' to. pravide training far ecanamically
disadvantaged peaple far jabs in the public sectar. Thus, if EEA
(which pravides maney far hiring) cauld be linked with these ather
two. public pragrams (whichpravide funds far training), it might be
passIble to. advance same of thase people who. already are gavernment
emplayees, which wauld apen mare entry-level jabs far the unem-
plaved. The feeling in Haustan is that there is a need to. cambine
these pragrams far better in-service training and that "it is wrang to
set up si:m.ply anather categarical pragram far new hires."
-
With respect to. the Sectian 6 pragram in Hauston, its beginning
was delayed until early December, 1971, due to. a series af adminis-
trative snafus. The regianal manpawer administratar signed appraval
af Haustan's prapasal an Octaber 29, 1971, but the letter was nat re-
ceived in Haustan until Navember 17,1971.
-Sectian 6 jabs are reserved far people fram the:Madel Cities N eigh-
barhaad in Haustan. Under the prapased plan 51 jabs will be with
the city's public warks department. All af these jabs will be far labar-
ers. Again, the decisiori af the mayaI' was that the impact af these
fe,v jabs an the tatal unemp~ayment prablem will be incansequential.
Hence, he claims that it is necessary far the city to. clean up debris
an vacant lats and streets if it is to. attract autside investment. In
additian, 18 jobs are with the Houstan Haspital District.
Perhaps taa much has been said so. far abaut prablems arising fram
the natianallevel and taa little about thase fram the lacallevel. Un-
daubtedly, neither side can truly appreciate the restraints impased
upon the ather. One afficial explained as fallaws:
It is very hard far pea pIe in vVashingtan to. perceive haw
hard it is to. get a city to. mave. There is camplete inertia in
city gavernment. Such is especially true with the city's civil
service, legal affice, 0.1'the comptroller's affice. All of these city
agencies with which we must deal view EEA as nathing mare
than an additianal amaunt af wark far them.
He added that it is necessary to. get a city ardinance passed by the
city cauncil, which meetsanly ance a week, befare a pragram like
EEA can be implemented. Befarehand, it is necessary to. have the
city's legal affice draft the ardinance and then it must be placed an
the cauncil's agenda a week befare. Cansequently, it takes at least 10
days to. do. anything. Every jab slat to. be filled by an EEA particjpant
has to fallaw the exact same pracedure; an ardinance must be adopted
creating the jab slat. No. ane can be emplayed unless a job slat has been
apprQved. In additian to. cauncil delays, two. days are allawed far
every job to. enable the Texas Emplayment CQmmissiQn to. find a vet-
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eran for the opening. If th~re are a number of applicants, interviews
must be conduded with the applicants. If program subagents (i.e.,
the school district, or the hospital district) are involved, then fidelity
bonds are required to assure that the "subs" will comply with all of
the terms of the program. One benefit that EEA has brought to
Houston city government is that it has started to work with the Texas
Employment Commission. Although the departments are not obliged
to accept a TEC referral, they are now at least receiving people from
TEC for interviews. Moreover, the requirement for setting up occu-
pational descriptions is seen as being a positive feature since it forces
the city to consider the actual content and nature of the jobs.
There have been a number of minor complications which have
exacted their toll in patience but at least EEA is operational in
Houston. How well and who benefits from EEA's presence will be
reviewed in subsequent progress reports.
THE LAREDO EXPERIENCE
,
I
Laredo, Texas, is a border city between the United States and
Mexico. It is a city with extremely severe unemployment and poverty
problems. Its unemployment rate for December, 1971, is officially
measured as 13.1 percent. (Table 10). The unemployment rate during
the winter months is adversely affected by the return of an estimated
16,000 migratory workers (plus their dependents) who use Laredo as
a winter base. Even in their absence, however, the unemployment rate
hovers around the 9 percent level throughout the remaining months:
of the year. An official of the Texas Employment Commission (TEC)
in Laredo indicated that "in the' last three years, the unemployment
rate in Laredo has been a higher percentage each month than it was
for the same month the year before." Consistently, Laredo has had the
highest unemployment rate each month in Texas. Furthermore, TEC
spokesmen say that the official unemployment figures grossly under-
state the severity of the unemployment and underemployment
problem:
"Discouraged workers" are 'a very real issue here--espe-
cially among w:omen. If they are asked, many would like to
work but believe that no work is available for them so they
don't seek jobs.-
The Laredo economy is inordinately -centered upon retail trade.
Efforts to broaden the economic base have to date met with little
success. One TEC spokesman lamented:
Laredo is mainly a retail economy. ",Veneed blue-collar jobs
desperately. We hate smog but we hate poverty more so we
want manufacturing.
The limited tax base available to a city with such a masSive poverty
problem hinders the ability of the 10caf' economy to attract industry
with the needed job opportunities. Perhaps as many as half of the
streets in Laredo are unpaved-a symptom of the extensive nature
Qf the problem and a vivid suggestion of the desirability of a massive
public works program.
1
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TABLE 10.-The Laredo Area Labor Market, December, 1971
Total civilian labor force 31, 410
Unemployment--Total 4,110
Percent of unemployed 13.10/0
Idled by disputes 0
:Employment--Total 27,300
Agricultural : 1, 950
Nonagricultural
~
25,350
~anufacturing 1,465
~lining 120
Construction 1,275
Transportation, Communication, and Utilities 2, 070
Wholesale and Retail Trade 8, 885
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 830
Services and ~iscellaneous 5,865
Government ' 4,840
Source: Texas Employment Commission.
It is estimated that at least 85 percent of the population are :Mexican
Americans. In addition to the local population., there is much interac-
tian between Lareda and its sister city, Nueva LaTeda, acrass the Ria
Grande River. Campetitian far jobs fram commuters (i.e., peaple
warking in Laredo but living in Nueva Lareda) and illegal aliens is
a constant prablem far the American citizens in Lareda.
.
The presence .of cammuters and illegal aliens is a prime explanation
far the law wage 'structure that prevails thraughaut the labor market.
As neither the .official 1970 papulatian .of Lareda (69,000) nar the
papulatian .of vVebb Caunty (72,000), in which Lareda is lacated, met
the 75,000 papulatian criterian ta qualify as a pragram agent, the city
fell under the "balance .of state" respansibility .of the gavernar's .office.
The gavernar implemented his rale .of .operating thraugh the 24 caun-
cils o£ gavernment (COG's) that camp rise mast .of the state. In the
present instance, the COG is the Sauth Texas Develapment Council
(STDC). STDC is currently camposed of faur counties: vVebb, .Tim
Hogg, Starr, and Zapata. As with all other COG's, STDC has had
largely a planning role with nanhuman resource projects (e.g., ".open
space" planning, land use planning, water and sewer planning, salid
waste dispasal planning, and water pollutian cantrol planning).
STDC, as with the other Texas COG's, has been under some pressure
to mave from its planning oapacity to an actual pragram implementa-
tion role. EEA represents a new step .of directian for STDC both
because it involves pragram operatian and because it deals exclusively
with human resaurces.
STDC's budget is obtained fram contributians received by its five
dues-paying members: the faur caunties plus the city .of Lareda. Far
every $1.00 cantrilbuted locally by the members, the state adds $2.00.
As these members are very paar in terms of financial resources, STDC
has a very small staff budget. Althaugh the STDC does not have any
taxation or coercive authority, it is felt bv its staff ta be the best vehicle
far EEA since its board of directors is comprised of all of the financial
officers in the regian.
Aside from Laredo, there are only two tiny cities in the four coun-
ties- Rama and Grulla. The region surrounding Laredo is rural with a
heavy dependence upon agriculture and ranchinQ'. It is amang the
paarest regians in the natian. in terms of paverty and econamic depriva-
tian .ofits peaple. (Table 11)
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TotaL--_- --nn- 99,572 100 41,270 4,660 11.3 100 2.6
Source: Texas Employment Commission.
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TABLE n.-LABOR FORCECHARACTERISTICS OF THE SOUTH TEXAS DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL REGION, APRIL 1971
County
Population
1970 percent of
population region
Unemployed
percent of
balance of
Unemployed
'
State
Labor U n- Percent as percent unemploy-
force employed unemployed of region ment
\
1(
JI
!
I
,
!
I
As STDC had both the highest absolute number and percentage of
unemployment of any of the 24 COG's in Texas, it received the largest
single apportionment of Section 5 :funds from the governor:s office:
$588,270. Within the COG itself, the money was divided along the
same lines as the governor's office had used to distribute the funds to
the COG's. The formula was based half on the absolute number of
unemployed in each county and half on severity of unemployment (i.e.,
number of people above 4 percent who were unemployed in each
county) . Accordingly, the distribution was as follows:
Cou nty Total funds Percent
Jim Hogg.-
-- - n_- mm - -- -
_m
-
m- - - - - - - - n
-
m
-- m n..'_' - - -- - - -
$18, 193.81 3
Sta rr
-- -
127, 043. 44 22
~e:a~i~:::==~= ~====== ========= ======= ======= ======== ======== ====== == === === === == 4~~: ~~~: ~6
7j
--------
Total distributed-
-'
m
-- - - --
-.m
-- - -
m
- - - -- -. m - - - -
n
- - -
m nn-- n 00
--
569,446. 19 100
"
STDC retained 3.2 percent (or $18,823.67) of the total allocation to
cover administrative costs as provided by the act; .
During the first months of the program, "EEA has created more
problems than it has so'lved," complained one city official. Many prob-
lems could be expe'Cted as normal with allY new endeavor; yet, some
were more severe:a,nd symptomatic of the major c:riticism of EEA
that appears over and over again, namely, the lack of flexibility to moot
local circumstances. .
In particular, the llack of program flexibility demonstrated itself
in two major problems for STDG during the implementation period,
One dealt with the handling of ove,rhead costs; the other with the fed-
eral minimum wage.
.
.
With respect to the formelr. the executive director of STDC repQrted
his experience:
It is in the area of program administration that EEA is a
failure. \Ve are disappointed and frustrated at every turn
because of the rules and regul<ations pertaining to overhead
costs. The 3.2 percent of the a,llocation for administration has
been interpreted by Dol. as saying that Federal funds. c:annot
be used to purchase equipment, rentals of office eqmpment,
rental of office space, duplication materia:ls, or proportionate
expenses for services of the existing secretarial pool.
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Under our contract with EDA (i.e., the Eeonomic Devel-
opment Act as administered by the U.S. Departmoo.tof Com-
merce) all indirect rosts must be assigned to eacJh individual
program we administer. All we can use the 3.2 ~rcent money
for 1S sal'aries, travel, and teleph~)lle 'and even telephone ex-
pensesat this point is questionable.
Our COG contra;ct requires negotiation with each program
sponsor so as to pro- rateal,l indirect costs. It is simple for
DoL to say 'charge these things off to the others, but as we relad
our ~ontractual obliirgat!ions, each program must stand on its
own. This includes EEA. But the current rUles and regula-
tions of EEA forbid us from doing this. W eareallowed $18,-
000 under Title V (i.e., 3.2 percent) as an administrative al-
}owance. When the EDA auditors come in here and see no
:funds from DoL to cover its share of overhead, what are they
going to say ~
Currently our administrative budget is as follows :
Percent
]GJ)A--_-_---------------------------------------
II1J]) ~ ~-----
CriIninalJusticeCouncil______---------------------
Texas Water Quality ------------------------------
35
46
18
1
Total 100
We have no funds for EEA's share. We have to hide EEA's
costs but we fear EDA auditor disallowances if we- cannot
cOnvinc:e EDA that we have no choice. IIow in the hen does
anyone expect us to run a program with this sOrt of restraint ~
-
.
Summing up the predicament, a staff member quipped that what we
have with EEA is "a money-eating program with nothing to feed it."
With all of the problems associated with the implementatIon of EEA,
it verges upon pure harrassment for DoL officials to encumber local pro-
gram sponsors with limited staffs and restricted budgets with such
impossible choices and unnecessary burdens.
As for the wage question, it has absorbed a dispropOrtionate amount
of time, and it has caused unneeded anxiety. The issue is not whether
EEA participants should receive $1.60 an hour as a minimum wage.
All EEA participants, in accordance with the provisions of the act, are
paid at least that amount. Rather, the issue arises from an "issuance"
f.rom the Dallas regional office of the DoL. Dated September 28, 1971,
the relevant section of the issuance stated:
It is not the intent of the act to force Employing Agents to
pay a minimum wage of at least $1.60 an hour. IIowever, the
act does limit the selection of jobs for placement of EEA par-
ticipants to those occupations in which the prevailing rate of
pay for persons emnloyed in similar occupations by the same
employer1,s at least $1.60 an hour.5
For whatever reason. the issuance was not received in Laredo by STDC
officials until November 9, 1971 (i.e., six weeks after it was released).
6 Xerox copy of Emer~ency Employment Act Program Agent Issuance No. 1~71. Septem-
ber 28,1971, Dallas, Texas (emphasis is supplied).
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TABLE 12.-lIST
Job title
City of laredo: laborers (B
Webb County:
Truck driver (4 each)-
Road maintenance (5 e
laborer (5 each)_-
---
.
Gardener (5 each)_---
Jim Hogg County: .
Clerk-typist (I eachL
Stenographer (1 each).
Assistant librarian (1 ,
Starr County:
Radio dispatcher (1 ea(
Warehouseman (1 eacl
Truck driver (1 eachL
Jailor (1 each)-
- -- - --Timekeeper (1 each)- ~
Assistant foreman (1 e,
Road hand (1 eachL
--Police officer (2 each)_.
Secretary (1 each)_--
--Waterworks operator (1
Source: South Texas DevE
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Again, all EEA participants as of this date were recehring $1.60 an
hour, but 27 percent were being paid more than other workers in the
same occupation by the same employing agency. Forty-one jobs were
in violation with as many as 12 more in question. As an indication of
the nature of the wage structure in Laredo, Table 12 indicates the pre-
vailing wages for non-EEA participants and the types of jobs in-
volved. If these people were "disallowed," the liability would be as
high as $40,000 at the end of November, 1971. STDC spokesmen com-
mented sharply:
We were told when we agreed to participate in this pro-
gram that as a condition of entry that there would be a min-
imum of Federal intervention. Now we have the Federal
government trying to impose a wage structure on a poor rural
area. We simply do not have the tax base to pay higher wages,
and we have absolutely no problem getting people to work at
our prevailing wage rates.
The intent of the Act is to protect the participant, but now
we get an interpretation at the regional level that has made the
Act say something it does not say itself.
We are in compliance with the state minimum wage of $1.40
an hour which is all we feel we have to be for non-EEA em-
ployees. Both Laredo and the four countries are in compliance
with the state law. It seems that if we are to continue to par-
ticipate, we wjll have to disregard our own wage structure. \Ve
can live with everything else in EEA but this interpretation.
Hourly EEA
salary
$1. 60
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60
1. 60
1. 60
1.60
1.60
1.60
1. 60
1.60
1.60
1.60
TABLE 12.-LIST OF JOBS AFFECTED IN LAREDO BY MINIMUM WAGE INTERPRETATION OF EEA
Job title Existing salary
1
(
City of Laredo: Laborers (8 each)_h__hhUn_U_nnuuu $1.40 per hOUL nnn___h__-
Webb County:
Truck driver (4 each)_h h_U_n_n n__n_-n $1.45 per hournnhnnn_nh-__n
~~~~~~~~1~~~;~~~ =e=~c=7=
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
i~=
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = =Jim Hogg County:
Clerk-typist (l each)_mh nn___h__n___n $175 per month__n n-u_-_n_n
Stenographer (l each)_- _n_- nn
-n_--
-- - -
--_u -n $200 per month- hnnUn n___Uu-
Assistant Librarian (1 each)_nnU__n_nh__n_n $225 per monthn_un h_:n-n
Starr County:
Rildio dispatcher (l each)h nnn Un--_h- $250 per month_--nu__--__--------
Warehouseman (1 each)_h_n_n u_n---n n $260 per monthn_un n h-
Truck driver (1 each)_h__n_nUh__n-_n__unnnn $250 per month_n__h hn_n-
i~~~~:~;;!rr~~~c~Fe~~h)==
== = == = = == == = = = = == == = = == = = ==
~~~~~!o~~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~=
= === == = == == ====Roadhand (1 each) h__.nU_n_nn_u_n_nn_n $200 per monthn_hn__-UU_u__u
Police officer (2 each)_n___h n_h___U--n_-_n-n $225 per month_u_un___---_------
Secretary (1 each)__hn_nmU__u_n u--n_n_n $200 per monthnunn u_u_--
Waterworks operator (1 each)-
- u uuunn u_- $240 per monthuu_unu u_--
Source: South Texas Development Council.
j
,
The nub of the issue was captured with this observation:
Why should the Feds object to us paying a man $1.60 an
hour under EEA when other men working with him are
earning only $1.40 for the same work ~ The man getting $1.60
is better off and, if anything, those making $1.40 can use the
inequity as an issue for having their own wages raised. As it
now stands, the interpretation rules out many of the people
-174
,vho have the highest unemployed experience in the area from
participating and we lose the opportunity to help use EEA as
11,wedge to raise the local ,vage structure.
After much consternation, an appeal was made for a waiver from the
terms of the issuance. In part the appeal reasoned as follows:
Three of our four-county region are on the :Mexican border.
"Ve are considered by most a poor rur.al area. If possible our
public agencies would like to pay higher wages but due to
lack of funds they are forced to stay at present levels. To raise
wages ,,~ould be of great advantage to these county officials,
not only economically, but politically as well. So it is not
through lack of desire that our vi'age structure is as it is.
,Vages in the private sector are comparable throughout our
four-countv region. State minimums on all occasions are
complied ,,:ith.6
Subsequently, after lengthy discussions and much paper work ("each
and every employing agency in the region" had to be contacted and its
wage structure examined), a waiver was granted, but the terms leave
much to be desired. Job descriptions and titles ,vere to be "reclassified"
for EEA participants. and the number of hours worked on some jobs
that have monthly salaries 'were reduced.
The problem is far from resolved in Texas. It is believed that "at
least nine other COG~s ';ha ve the same problem over the wage interpre-
tation given by Dol. as to the intent of EEA legislation. As of
..Tanuary, 1972, however, only STDC. has sought and been ¥ranted
specific "relief." The idea that new categories of jobs should be cre-
ated for EEA participants as a "'ay to surmount administrative road-
blocks seems repugnant to the objectiws of EEA. As one STDC
spokesman observed, "EEA is supposed to be a transitional program
for the participants into established jobs; creating new types of jobs
seems counter to its objectives." The point is a simple one that may
be missed by many. In the Laredo area, EEA is being used largely to
meet the needs of unemployed people who are unskilled and poorly
educated. The wage issue does not arise in many other states and ser-
tors of Texas simply because a largely different clientele is involved.
,Vithout seeming to be an advocate of substandard working conditions,
one can sympathize with the quandary in which STDC people have
found themselves simply because they encounter local labor market
conditions O\~er which thev have no contro1. "Fntil there is a national
income maintenance prog:~am, it is a dubious practice to use a job
creation program like EEA as a vehicle for wage structure and labor
market reform.
Turning: from the COG to the employing agents, the city of Laredo
is one, of the employing agencies. A city official summed up the nature
of the citv~s experience during: the early months by saying: "The in-
tent and goals of EEA are good and meritorious but the guidelines
and interpretations of the act have hamstrung it." He added ",vhen
:r original1y read the guidelines-and I am a lawyer-I thought au-
thority ,vas at the state level but it is apparent that Dol. has different
ideas."
6 Xerox copy of letter to Texas Department of Community Affairs from South Texas
Development Council, November 13. H)71. ...
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With respect to the placement of EEA participants into civil serv-
ice jobs, the city has resisted efforts to speed up its hiring procedures
in order to ,accommodate EEA ~imetables. The city spokesItlan ob-
served that "the guidelines say for us 'to use normal hiring prac-
tices' but it is apparent that what is normal for us may not seem
normal 'to someone at a higher level of government." The official
stated that "in the civil service jobs we are proceeding'at our cus~
tomary speed. ",Ve have to be careful \vho,'~e hire because after six
months of employment he is with us until he retires." As of November,
1971, there were eight EEA jobs that 'werecovered by civil service.
Four were for polIcemen and four were firemen. Indicative of the
surplus supply of labor who have need for employment is the fact
that there were' 65 applicants for the rour police positions and 130
applicants for the four fireman positions~ Seventy 'Percent of the ap-
plicants passed the tests given for these jobs, so selection became quite
complex. Many of those who passed ,vere veterans which caused more
uncertainty. :
The act says to give preference to veterans but under our
existing hiring practices we already give them five points on
civil service examination scores just for being it veteTan.
Do we have to give them additional preference if they mid
up with the same score as a nonveteran? 1Ve want the best
man for the position so it does make a difference.
It is difficult for~he city (i.e., the employing agent) to find answers
to the above questIOn as the spokesman rell1ted :
vVe have no contact with the Department of Labor. It
is almost impossible to get firm answers to questions like
that pertaining to vetBrans prBfBrence. ",Ve ask the COG
people [i.e., STDC] hut they don~t know so they call the
statBand they don't. know so they call the Feds alld. they
don't know either. ""Then w~ can get interpretations of the
guidelines, they usually differ; Often it seems that the left
hand doesn't know what the right is: doing.
.HB added that "for all we know the pI'()blems we encounter may not
even be there but no one seems to know the answers so the problems
persist.vVe may be worrying ahoutnothing."
The wage issue has been a real obstacle. for the city of Laredo. The
city has employed 16 laborers.( a noncivil service job) as .of mid-
November 1971. All were paid $1.60 anhollr for jobs with the Streets
Department. The other 100 laborers. doing the same job were paid
less-$1.45 an hour, which is above the' applicable State minimum
wage. "We cannot pay all of them $1.60 an hour-we simply do not
have the tax base." As of mid-November, the issue of continued par-
ticipation by Laredo in EEA was in question. "If we let the EEA peo-
ple go now, the mayor and the rest of us who are elected officials will
get the blame in the newspapers and TV for the failure of the pro-
gram," said the city officia1. Thus, he concluded, "EEA looked good to
us at the beginning but it's generating too much conflict. Every day it
becomes less like the Christmas present we initially thought it was."
Webb County officials also found themselves in a dilemma over the
wage issue. The county judge stated, "if the wage policy of EEA had
,I
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been explained to us at the beginning, we would not have been in-
terested." He related the issue to the general economics of the local
labor market and the role he envisioned for EEA in his county:
If you study the nature of the unemployment problem here
in Laredo you see this: the highest unemployment is that of
the lowest skilled workers. Unemployment decreases as skill
increases. Hence, we purposely designed our EEA program to
meet the needs of those who needed it the most-the unskilled.
Now we find out that we are in trouble for doing this.
There is no unemployment problem for skilled workers
in
'V ebb County. We did have one EEA job put in for a
carpenter at the prevailing wage of $4.25 an hour. We did not
geta single appUcant 101' the job. For the laborer jobs, on the
other hand, we had three applicants for every job opening.
'Ve are a very poor county. We cannot afford to pay high
wages for workers for whom we already have a surplus. 'Ve
could hire 10 times the people we already have at the $1.40
rate we now offer if we had the funds.
He added that the surplus of unskilled labor is even more acut~ during
the winter months due to the return of the migratory workers to>
Laredo. He commented:
The migrant workers ale good employees for the un-
skilled county jobs of street repairing, bridge maintenance,
and park upkeep. The migrant will work anywhere. In our sit-
uation, we need workers willing to ,york outdoors. ~ligrants
and field hands have plenty of familiarity with this type of
working conditions. They are good all-around workers.
The c~mnty official did say that if the wage issue is resolved, he was
confident that many of the EEA participants could be moved to per-
manent positiions. He said that in previous years, replacements had
been dm wn from enrollees in Operation Mainstream but he hoped to
use EEA people in the coming year.
A TEC official reported that he had absolut~ly no difficulty getting
referrals for EEA-"especially for unskilled positions." He saId that
there was no problem concerning Mexican nationals getting EEA posi-
tions since "we can de.t~ct most of them." He added, however, that
"there is no absolute assurance that none get referred." As for fear
that the high unemployment raJte mig-ht lead some politicians to exert
pressure for favorite treatment for friends.
There have been some problems concerning requests for
"favorite treatment." It is a natural result anytime you have
Federal funds given to local governments ito use at their own
discretion. Paternalism problems can and do occur. But with
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EEA, it has not come fr'Om any elected officials. R-ather, some
department heads heard 'OfEEA and sent 'Over there relatives
wh'Ospecifically ask fur a referral card to EEA. We call these
"predesignated applicants. ~,We, 'Of course, do not make the
hiring decisions, we only refer these people as well as all
others who are eligible.
There have been some problems during this initial phase of EEA
concerning hiring fav'Oritism, and in one instance, a participant was
"disall'Owed" as a result 'Ofa decision by a state official. Tw'O 'Other c'On-
tested positions were "all'Owed."
When the Section 6 allocati'On was made, STDC received $463,000
(the third largest allotment in Texas). The distributioIl was as
foll'Ows:
Webb()ounty $358,000.00
Z~pataCounty 36,000.00
Starr County 69,000.00
Jiln IIogg County 0.00
Total _n n- $463,000. 00
The reas'On for .Jim H'Ogg C'Ounty's exclusion fr'Om Section 6 fundE
was not immediately clear to STDC. Claiming that the c'Ounty's un-
employmentrate exceed~,:thenat~'Onal u.ne~ployment rate .by far,
they could not imderstandrts seemI'Dg"'OmISSIon.The reason, It turns
out, is twofold: first, funds were distrihuted on the basis of the ab-
solute number of unemployed and not on the basis 'Of the percent of
Unemployed (a continual source of confusion in this and other rural
counties with small labor forces, small numbers of unemployed pe'O-
pIe, but high unemployment rates) ; and because the dollars that would
go. to the county would be less than the $25,000 minimum eligibility
amount set by DoL. Red tape delays kept the Secti'On 6 phase of EEA.
from beginning until late November.
The characteristics of the first 100 EEA participants are presented
in Table 1. The high number of Mexican Americans reflects the actual
population of the four-county region. Unfortunately, an uninformed
DoL official in Washington, complained to state :program administra-
tors that this particular program was not provIding oppportunities
far blacks. Since it is doubtful that the black population of the a~ea.
is as much as ;5 percent, the issue was soon dropped. Otherwise, it
does afpear that the preference groups of the act are being met. It is ofspecia significance to reiterate that the STDC program has focused
upon unemployed people for unskilled jobs. The concentration 'Of
placements in jobs paying less than $2.00 per hour clearly reflects this
practioo.
.
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TABLE 13.-PART!CIPANT CHARACTERISTICS UNDER EEA SEC. 5 IN THE SOUTH TEXAS DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
PROGRAM, AS OF NOV. 30, 1971
[Total=100]
Sex:
Male c.....
Female.
u"'. --
u
u"
"Racial group:
White.. u u".. u
"'"''''
....
Negro..
u"'..'''u''''''''''
....
Ame! ican I ndianu u.........
Oriental u,,''''
'
u u.......
Spanish American u u'...--.
Mi!itary service status:
Special veteran u.. u...........
Vietnam era veteran --...
Veteran ,,"""""""".." .,....
Nonveteran. u". h-- u. ....
Disadvantaged...u .
Previously employed by agent..
--.
u u'....--
Public assistance recipient.. u u.......
Prolessiona I (other than teacher)..
--
u h.
Government unit:
State... o.u.."" u ,'.. u.............Cou nty ,..........
City."
',".."
.....
Federal uo."..
--
.............
Other'
, u h" '"
IHourly EEA wage:
~~ I ~P1;r$~~99~===
= = = = == == = = = === == == ==== == =
I
$3 to $3.99.,
,'U'''''''''''''U''''''''9 $4 to $4.99 u... u uo
"'"0 , $5 and over Uo.h.........
0
'
Age:
0 18 or less",,,,--u,,,, o.,,,,,,,,,,
91 19 to 21...............................
22 to 44 --..................
6 45 to 54. 0."'"''''''''''''
17 55 to 64,--",,,,,,,,,U"o.,,,,,,,,,,,
20 I 65 and over"'"''--''''''''--h'''''''57 I Education:37
1
8th or less",,,,u,,,,,,,,uh"
""'"5 9th to lIth u"' o..hh
--...
6 12th u.. u 0. 0." u.. h.....
2
1
'
13th to 15t
,
h............................
16th or
moreU""'"'U'''h'UU'''''2
'
Handicapped u... U h
--""-551
18 I
01
25 I
I
Source: Office of the Governor of Texas.
The "Balctnce of State"
The state of Texas serves as the program agent for the "balance of
state~~ 'responsibility for EEA. "Bal'allCe of state" is defined as all
geographic areas outside the r?1iti~al j.nrisdiction of other designated
program agents who are par~lclpatlllg III ~h~ ~EA program. The gov-.
ernor~s office assigned operatIOnal responsllnhty to the I?epartrr~eIit of
Comunitv Affairs (DCA) a lle\Y agency that came mto eXIstence
September 1, 1971, as a result of legislative enactmen~. It had been
set up originally by executive o~der of the governor III 1969 as the
Division o.f State and Local RelatIOns.
The ll1'anpO\yer planning staff recommended that the goy-ernor assign
the actual administration of the program to the 24 councIls of govern-
ment (COG'SI that exist throughout Texas. It vms hoped that the
COG's' could be moved from their hitherto preoccupation with plan-
ning ancl nonhuman programs to,,-arcl program impl.elmentati°:r:- and
hnmanTesource projects. The need to develop manpower expertIse at
the 10cnl level "-as a prime consideration. All 24 C9G's agre~d to p~r-
ticipate. As federal guiclelines~ nlles,.a~ld regulatIOns ,are ,sIlent 'n~h
respect to COG~s there ha\~e been aclm11l1st:--a~l\Te,comphca.tlOns: But III
a state th<.'size of and as ehverse as Texas, It IS ehfficult to Imagme how
else the! "balance of state'~ role could be accomplished. The COG's are
considered to be "sub-program agents" by state officials although the
Department of Labor expre~sed ~ear that. at the state.a~l~I.C°9- levels
t110 statTs are spread too thm wrth ongomg responsibIlItIes mother
areas and that EE A. will not fTetthe indi ,-idua] attention it needs. In
each COG, at least one man 1~'1sbeen assigned specific responsibility
for EEA although it may not be his exclusive concern. As it stands~
then the o'ovel'll~r can delegate his authority to the COG~s but he re-
J~lajl~sres1~onsible for theirperfOl'lllanCe tomi.rcl meeting the objecti v,e!s
of the act.
T
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The 24 COG's, representing most of the 240 counties, that were
no~, pro~ram agents the.Ins.elves ~vel:e ~xp.ee~ed to n06fy all eligible
umts of gove~nment wlthlll theIr ]UI'lSdwtlOns of EEA's fea,tures.
Those who ultImately employ people beeome "employing ao-ents." The
difficulty, however, that arises is that the number of jobs b~Dmes very
small once the amount of money filters dovm to all of these levels. To
be specific, there are 24 COG's who will have about 1,000 ]~EA jobs
betwee.n them whieh are ~istributed among 450 employing agents. The
result ISthat 229 emploYlllg agents have only one EEA posi-tion.\Yith
th~s in mind, how is it possible that the 20 preferen~~ C1\t~gories re-
qmred under the act can be met? As one spokesman qUlPPijd" the only
way the COG's can meet the numerous preferences req_uired under
the act is if they can find "a black female who speaks Spanish,who
graduated frmil a MDTA program after she retul'11edfroniViet Nam
and wasJaid off from t,he aerospace industry." Thus, the COGsitua-
bon does represent a distinctively different approach than that used
in most other states. Efforts to apply a uniform evaluationstaridard to
the "balance of state" actions in all states may prove to be either futile
or mifair or both because of differing administrativearrallgements
required to implement the act. Texas sought to spread its program
funds throughout the state. "Then the statisties are aggregated again,
the protections tha,t are possible when a program is geographically
concentrated maybe impossible to achieve.in a large context. There
simply is no \vay that an employing agent with only one EEA posi-
tion can meet the 20 assurances of the act. The question, therefore.
becomes "where does restrictive language become permissive." Dol
has not. provided much guidance. One local offieialsarcasticalb
observed: "you don't expect the guideline writers to have any pro
gram experience, do you?"
In addition, since the COG responsibility is largely a rural role,
there is a limited local competence level that makes it. unlikely that
many of the requirements of the act ~all be met. For example, how can
t,hey be expeeted to identify "unmet public serviees" or "segments of
the unemployed population"? It is hard e~ough to -cIothese in urban
centers. :Moreover, many of the rural eountIeS have very small budgets
which may preclude them from retainiilg 50 percent of ~heEEA
participants as envisioned by the act. In South Texas, for instance,
the high unemployment rate has drastically reduced job turnover so
job attrition does not afford the same opportunities for permanent
placement as it does elsewhere. It is hoped that EEA participants will
be able to fill the vaeaneies that oceur with these employing agents
Imt applicants for vacant jobs can come from other sources as well.
'rhus, with respect. to the selection of EEA participants, the COG's
were advised to tell their employing agents to "gather birds into nests
rtppropriate to the local nesting habits." That is, select your partie-
ipants ,vho resemble those already employed if you want to see them
picked up later as permanent employees. AnoHler example of the un-
realistJc nature of the guidelines, rules, and regulations of EEA when
applied to a rural setting pertains to the requirement that all employ-
ing agencies are to report job vacancies to their local office of the
enlployment serviee. But there are four cities in 'Vest Texas where
t,he nearest TEC offiee is oyer 200 miles away.
(I
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One of the most severe problems encountered by the state in its
"balance of state" capacity has centered upon data collection, As
one state official said, "the problem is that Department of Labor guide-
lines require data that is not available." Some COG's have cities and
counties that are separate program agents so that it is necessary to
get a "rest of COG" figllre for them. In addition, Dol.. guidelines re-
quire county labor market data for three consecutive months. But
the Texas Employment Commission does not 'collect data on the
basis of political jurisdictions. The normal data collection processes
are for labor markets which usually cross political boundaries. Hence,
the adjusting of the data to conform to EEA specifications resulted in
"some contradictory statistics." A state official said:
TEC simply had to guess what the labor market statistics
were in many cases. ,Ve were given less than a week to pre-
pare all the data. ,Ve were told 111early August that the Presi-
dent intended to givea Labor Day speech in which he intended
to cite the number of people at work under EEA. Thus, the
speed required to get the program launched meant that it was
impossible to get good data.
The county employment data are usually collected for only one
month (April) by TEC. As a result, the assumption used was that
if a given number of people were unemployed in April, then at least
that munber were unemployed in May and June (Table 14).
The distribution of Section 5 money among the COG's was based
upon a two-factor allocation formula similar to that used by Dol..
to distribute the money between the states. One factDr related the
absolute number of unemployed people in the county to the absolute
number of unemployed in the state. The second factor was a severity
factor that used 4 percent unemployment (rather than 4% percent
as used in the Federal distribution) as its index. Again, the number
of unemployed people in excess of 4 percent in the county was related
to the number of unemployed people over 4 percent in the state to
obtain the relevant factor. The original Section 6 allocation by the
Secretary of Labor to the COG program ttgcnts is indicated in
Table 15.
-r-
r
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TABLE I4.-BALANCE
Council of government
Alamo area______----
Arkansas- Texas
- - - - - -Brazos Valley 2
- -- -
h -.
. Capitol area 7
- - -
u
- - '-
.Central Texas 2___----.
Coastal Bend h_--'
Concho Valley
-
h--
Deep east Texas.._h_-
EI Paso 2_------_.----.
East Texas_n h_-
Golden Crescent2 h
Heart of Texas
Houston-GaJveStoii~ ~~~
=Lower Rio Grande Valley
Middle Rio Grande--_--
North Central Texas- u.
Nortexu- u- - h_-
Permian Basin-
-
n --..
PanhandLe-
- - - u- u.-.Southeast Texas_____--
South Texas____------
South Plainsu__n__h
Texoma 2._____-------
West Central Texas_- h.
Total.. -_h--_.-
1 The figure is net of al
2 A minimum allocatior
than this.
3 A verage percentage b
TABLE IS.-COUNTIES
County
A. Counties with 6 percen
Bowie- n__h--
DimmiL_--._--.---.
Maverickn
-- u-----Medina
Starr
--un____--.
Uvald-e- - -. -- - -. ---_.
WelJb ~~~
=
:.::::::
l apatau.-
-- - -" u--Zavala-
- -. h -- h_.--
B. Counties with less than
Cass____-----------Orangen
- -
'-__h_--Willacy
- - h-n
Source: Texas EmploymE
Balance of
Balance of State un- ..alance of
Balance of Balance of State un- employed in ~tate fund
<:tate labor State employment excess of allocation
Council of government force 1 unemployed rate (percent) 4 percent to COG
Alamo area-
- -- --' - -'-
h
-- - --.' -
h -.
-
55,965 3,600 6.43 1,360 $31U,155
Arkansas-Texas.
-' -.' - n'- -- - -
h.. _n 83, 160 4,855 5.84 1, 530 372, 781
Brazos Valley
'- --
_h
-- ---. --
h
-------
50, 330 980 1.95 0 50,000
Capitol area2
- - - -- - - - -. -
_n- n -. h
-- -
59, 582 1, 168 1.96 0 50,000
Central Texas 2_.
- -- --- h'- -- -. - .h-- - 22, 190 690 3.11 0 50,000Coastal Bend- n- h h'-'_'-" -". -'h.n 63,933 2,771 4.33 211 113,686Concho Valley
-
_n_h----
-- 'n. Uh--- 46, 065 1,735 3.77 0 551,418
\
Deep east Texas-
-- --' - --'-
h
-- ---.
-"
79,285 3,705 4.67 531 189,240
EIPaso 2-- -- .--- - - -- _----no h
-- -n-- 19,792 706 3.57 0 50,000
East T exas-
-
-..,.
-
_.'
- -
-.
- - -
-. .
- - - - -.
85, 185 3,960 4.65 554 200,237
Golden Crescent
'- -
__n.
- --
h
-- -. - - -- -
54, 110 1.525 2.82 0 50,000[ Heart of Texas-- -- - - - - -..- h. - -. -n-- 45,714 2,154 4.71 325 112,457Houston-Galveston-
- -' - --. - -- --
.n__-' 90,900 2,350 2.59 0 69,643
j Lower Rio Grande Valleyn. -- -- - n n -- - 7,680 590 7.68 283 59, 827Middle Rio Grande- -- --n_- - U.-- - -- -- 38, 880 3,925 10.10 2,372 471, 190North Central T exas-
- -
.
-
.
-- -
_. . u
--' -
123,470 5,590 4.53 654 263,507
Nortex-
- - --. -
----.....-.- h.
- --
-..u 49,631 1,921 3.87 0 56,933
i" Permian Basin-
- - -- - - -- - -- -. - .-------
84,285 2,700 3.20 0 80,017
\
PanhandLe.___-----.-.----.:-----.-.- 95, 733 3,002 3. 14 {) 88,965
Southeast Texas--_------ _nn.' uu-- 21,200 1,500 7.08 653 142, 146
South Texas_.__-.--------.---.--.-.- 41, 270 4,660 11.29 3,009 588,271
South Plains--
-'
u.-- - ---- -- --' --.-_. 154,286 2,423 1.57 0 71, 809
Texoma'
- - -- -------
uu -. -- -- - - u_u 17,250 850 4.93 160 50,000
West Central Texas._------_n--u.--- 76,094 3,446 4.53 403 162,418
'r- Total. - --.
_n
- -- ----
_n---
-- ---
1,474,990 60, 806 34.12 12,045 3, 704, 700
I The figure is net of any labor force within its jurisdiction that is a separate program agent.
2 A minimum allocation of $50,000was made to these COG's even though their actual allocation would Ive been le::t
than this.3 Average percentage balance of State unemployment rate.
6.3 $97,300
8.4 27, 300
14.5 119.900
6.9 48, 200
12.2 70,400
6.9 34.800
8.8 359, 500
15.0 36, 100
11. 5 85, 200
5.2 43,400
3.9 112,100
5.0 41, 000
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TABLE 14.-BAlANCE OF ~TATE LABOR MARKET DATA AND HA TITlE V FUND ALLOCATION TO COG'
lQ71
N TEXAS
\
.
I
)
TABLE 15.-COUNTIES UNDER THE "BALANCE OF STATE" JURISDICTION OF THE GOVERNOR OF TEXAS WHO
RECEIVED EEA SECTION 6 FUNDS, 1971
Number unem-
ployed April 1971
Unemployment
rate, April 1970
Balance of State
fund allocation
to COG
Unemployment
rate, April 1971County
A. Counties with 6 percent or more unemployed in April 1970'
Bowie nn_nn_-_u n 2,120
DimmiL nnn- 280
Maverick u__hh 1,225
Medina n_n_n_n--_nu- 620
Starr
- --
u u_- h.- - -- n -n-
940
Uvalde-- u --n_u_uh U 450
Webb "_nu__n_un_-- 3,295
Zapata--u _u u- --_u
-
--.
--- - --
275
2avalau u nuu- 760
B. Counties with less than 6 percent unemployment in April 1970:
Cass 620
Orange 1,500
Willacyu u u- 590
6.6
9.4
15.1
9.9
15.3
7.3
10.4
15.0
11. 6
8.8
7.1
7.7
Source: Texas Employment Commission.
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There have been difficulties that have arisen from the COG~s which
need to be mentioned. Some are simply conceptual. One state official
related his experience eXplaining the severity factor in the state al-
location fOl'rnnla to the COG~s:
The COG staffs and their elected officials have great dif-
ficulty ~understanding the concept of absolute unemployment.
They do understand unemployment rates. In many counties
the labor force is so small that they get a high rate with a
small absolute number. Hence they cannot understand why
one county with a 6 percent unemployment rate gets more
money than one with a 12 percent rate.
In other instances, problems could have been avoided if COG staffs
did their homework. As a state program officer observed, "many
COG staffs and local employing agents will not read the guidelines
of the act."
There are more serious political factors that need to be carefully
monitored with respect to the use of COG's in EEA. The COG rela-
tionship-being voluntary-is premised upon cooperation between
the member counties and cities. Hence, some COG's believe that the
dollars from EEA should be used to reward cooperative behavior of
their members.. In some. instances, it is. said, COG's have sought to
f1111nelEEA money to their friends while denying it to uncoopera-
tive members. In other instances, COG's have opted to avoid potential
internal conflict by simply dividing the EEA Section 5 funds equally
among their members irrespective of differing labor market conditions.
The use of COG's to perform the "balance of statB" duties of the
act seemed to state officials to be the only feasible method in a state
as large as Texas. It was and is a gamble. Little was really known
about hO\v they functioned. It was believed that they had strong
executi ve directors who could devote a substantial amount of time
to understanding EEA. As it turns out, however, this is not the case.
Most COG's operate with an executive committee composed entirely
of elected politicians (i.e., mayors, county judges, county commis-
sioners~ etc.), and the power of the executive directors varies widely.
In evaluating the COG role during the initial phase of EEA,
state manpower officials summed up the problems as fo11O\vs:
(1) COG's involve elected politicans that are locally elect-
ed. vVhen EEl\.. rules and regulations arbitrarily say that all
units of government are to be involved it is simply not ra-
tional. How do you do it ~ vVhen you try to do, the number
of positions are so small when you give something to everyone
that the preferences of the act are impossible to guarantee
and the red tape becomes overbearing. Ideally, we would like
to be flexible but this has been circumscribed by the guide-
lines.
(2) Each issuance of guidelines has reduced our flexibil-
ity with the COG's. Originally, \ve had hoped to make ex-
tensive use of part-time workers but guidelines now say
"no," you cannot do that. We had to go back to COG's and
tell them they could not do what orIginally we said they
could do.
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(3) The speed to implement EEA has reduced our cred-
ibility with COG's as we have had to renege on our earl}
approvals of COG plans.
There has been another issue that has arisen concerning the "bal-
ance of state" role that may be symptomatic of a problem that the
present administrative structure cannot reach. Namely, in some in-
stances where counties are program agents themselves, it is charged
that the cities within them are being neglected. Several city officials,
accordingly, have requested that the governor's "balance of state"
role be applied to them. They have been instructed by the state that
this is imP-9ssible under current regulations.
1Vith respect to the state administration of the governor's role in
EEA, there has been a conscientious effort to keep EEA participants
out of state merit system jobs. The merit system itself is quite small
in Texas government. It applies only to the central office positions of
four departments-welfare, employment service, health, and mental
health and retardation. The Department of Community Affairs, which
administers the act at the state level, is opposed to the idea of linking
EEA 'With the Public Service Careers (PSC) program which it also
administBrs. It is felt that "they are distinctly different programs."
The rationale is as follows:
PSC is concerned with institutional change. It tries to bring
disadvantaged people into state employment. Technically,
these people do not meet the qualifications.. They are placed
into budgeted jobs.
EEA will exclude those people we ivant under PSC. For
under ERA_, the employer ivill always choose the most quali-
fied applicant so PSC people will not be hired by the state.
Therefore, ive cannot merge EEA and PSC without endan-
gering both. EEA jobs must be new jobs; PSC must be estab-
lished jobs. So linkages are not easy.
It is clear from the interviews that there is a certain reluctance about
EEA by state officials that is derived from unfavorable past experi-
ences with previous Federal1y initiated programs with public em-
ployment :components:
We want to avoid the problems we have had with the New
Careers program. In these other programs, we put partici-
pants into regularly budgeted jobs but, in 6ght budget VPfll:<;,.
these positions tend to vanish in next year's budget.
Another facet, as seen at the state level, is that EEA has a ;jLI'Ollg
veterans preference ivhich tends to reduce opportunities for disadvan-
taged, minorities, and women. The veterans question has created spe-
cial problems in communities \"ith large numbers of retired military
people. Sa-n Antonio, in particular, has seen preference given to these
veterans which reduces the opportunities for minorities j especially
Chicanos) to' participate in EEA. ,Vhen questioned about this loap-
hole. a Dol.. official said that while this action "does not violate the
letter, it surely does the 'Spirit of the act." Nonetheless. there. is nothing
that CRn be done as things now stand. ."
The early par[leipant characteristics for the "halance of state" aspect
of EEA are contained in Table J It Thp high "Spanish American"
Cumulative
participants Percentag e
597 100
459 77
138 23
305 51
42 7
1 0
.0 0
249 42
0 0
39 7
81 14
124 21
353 59
208 35
42 7
36 6
62 10
33 6
212 36
268 45
0 0
0 0
84 14
370 62
182 30
29 5
10 2
6 1
16 3
76 13
371 62
89 15
44 7
1 0
150 25
100 17
247 41
65 11
35 6
28 5
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figure (42 percent) relatln~ to the black figure (7 percent) reflects of
the fact that the "balance of state role'~ is less centered in areas where
blacks dominate. Roughly two-thirds of the "balance of state'~ funds
are to be found in the Rio Grande Valley area of South Texas and in
vVest Texas. The black population of Texas--aside from its urban
concentrations-is clustered in East Texas. The large number of
"wages below $2.00 an hour (62 percent) is in line with the low wage
structure that prevails throughout rural Texas and also the general
trend toward providing jobs in unskilled occupations where the unem-
ployment rates are- most acute. A precise review of the particular
occupations in which EEA participants are found ,vill be examined
in s'lhsequent reports.
TABLE 16.-SUMMARY OF PARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS UNDER EEA SEC. 5 FOR THE
GOVERNOR'S "BALANCE OF STATE" RESPONSIBILITY IN TEXAS
Characteristics
Total-
- - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - -
_h
- - -- - -h- -- - _H H
- - -- - - - - -
nU uu _U H- - - _H-
--Sex:
Male__h
Raci~e~~~ep-:- = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =::: =: =:: =::: = =: =: = = = ===== = = == = = = = = = = = = = = == = == == == == ====
White--h
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U
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h
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nnuuu _U U
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_h-
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h-
- - - --- -
_hU-
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EARLY OBSERVATIOXS
The diversity of experience under EEA during the "implementation
phase" in Texas makes generalizations hazardolls. Nonetheless, several
tentative comments arc in order.
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EEA was originally viewed in Texas as a prototype of possible
rorms or revenue sharing. Flexibility to adjust to differing economic
circumstances; freedom to determine local goals; and encouragement
to design local methods were the anticipated features that would
accrue to program agents. As events have shown, any semblance of
flexibility at the local level has proved to be nonexistant. EEA has
joined. a lengthy list of categorical grant programs. Its character is
shaped from a single mold which is applied irrespective of local situa-
tions. Conformity is exalted; creativity is suppressed. An opportunity
has been lost to test the feasibility of revenue sharing. More important
ly, the effort to develop a public service employment progra~geared to
jobs at the state and local levels has been stifled. State and local initia-
tive should be fostered and rewarded. Instead, program agents have
come reluctantly to recognize that their role under EEA is to be the
instrument of Federal policy at the local level. No opportunities for
innovati'on are provided: no ingenuity is tolerated; no deviation for
unique local conditions is permitted; and no incentive for change
is provided. EEA, in less than five months, has become barnacled
with administratively attached guidelines~ rules, regulations, and is-
suances. Its seemingly simplistic design has become almost unrecog-
nizable. In the true spirit of Parkinson's Law, administrative matters
now bedevil program agents and employing agents to such a degree
that they take precedence over the problems of human participants
and loca,"}community needs. It can only be hoped that some discretion
will be applied in the forthcoming months to give local talent a chance
to sink or swim.
There is a need to encourage linkages between EEA (with its hiring
potential)
. and other traditional manpower programs that involve
training. Being a "growth industry" for the 1970s, the upgrading of
existing workers in state and local government is the real need if
morale of present workers is not to be lowered as new employees are
hired into higher positions over them. ~foreover, in the past, wages
and working conditions in the non-Federal public sector have lagged
markedly behind those in the private sector. Hence, there is often a
serious need to provide in-service training to overcome past recruit-
ing inadequacies. EEA should be given the opportunity to be linked,
if local program agents deem it feasible, with other ongoing training
ventures.
In Texas, EEA was envisioned at its inception as an aid to over-
coming some of the unemployment, poverty, and welfare problems of
the state. The low amount of funds received by Texas-due largely to
the questionahle allocation formula used to distribute Section 5 funds
by DoL-quickly shattered such an illusion. The potential to develop
manpower expertise at state and local levels replaced economic better-
ment as the prime raison d'etre for EEA. Yet this chance too has been
squandered by rigid administrative requirements that are enforced
retroactive to their own existence. What possible justification can be
given for demanding rapid implementation by local program agents
before the administrative red tape has been devised only to turn around
and tell them later, after the rules are unilaterally conceived, that what
they have done is wrong? The situation is made worse by threats of
disallowances of funds to these same governing entities who "were
enticed into participation by the seeming lack of these restraints in thr
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first place. A needless credibility gap has been created that threatens
the integrity of this undertaking.
The early evidence from the programs is that the optimistic view
that Texas officials originally had of EEA has changed markedly.
The evolving implementation of EEA has been especially detrimental
to intergovermnental relations within Texas. The decision to involve
the COG's in this area ,vas consciously made at the state level. It was
hoped that the COG's would become interested in human resource
endeavors. Every time the state has been forced to reverse itself with
the COG's (and the COG's in turn with their local participating gov-
ernmental units), the decision they made to ,vork on manpower issues'
becomes more questionable. Such is especially the case in many rural
areas where the few dollars involved only marginally justify participa-
tion. The state has a great deal at stake in the operation of EE~\ aside
from the features of the act itself. It is being used as an ~xperiment
for greater involvement in human problems by local government. DoL
should applaud this initiative since it complies with the rhetoric of
the "new federalism." Alas, this has not been the case.
Aside from the COG situation, even in the large urban centers, EEA
is causing conflict between local governmental bodies. There is no
provision for coordination bet\veenprogram agents in the same labor
market. Again, it is not so much that the act fails to provide for co-
ordination as it is that DoL decisions seem to preclude it if the local
program agents even desire to try. Such actions defy the spirit of the
legislative proposals of 1970 (i.e., the NIanpmver Act of 1970) of the
DoL that extolled coordination at the local level as a yirtnous course
for manpower policy. EEA is excluded from the CAMPS (i.e., the
Comprehensive Area NIanpower Planning System.) framework and,
as shown in the Houston case, administrative provisi01is preclude
voluntary efforts by local governments to achieve coordination accords.
The program elata, so far, are insufficient to allow for conclusions
concerning the participants themselves. Evaluation of the types of
jobs, placement rates, retention rates, dropout rates, and transition
into permanent jobs are all crucial questions that must await the
passage of time.
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